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Welcome back to machining! 
But, read this before you restart the Machines! 
Performance and reliability are at the core of Sparkonix’s Machines. 

A ‘restart’ after a long gap is a critical juncture for your factory. If the machines are pressed into 
operations without some basic checks, it could hamper your production. Costs and time spent on 
repairs could drain the company of resources.  

Thus, at this critical juncture, we are committed to supporting our clients in every manner necessary.  

As you are set to restart the production operations after the Covid-19 Lockdown, Sparkonix has 
compiled a list of some health checks for the Machines to ensure a smooth start-up! 

WE RECOMMEND… To take a print of this checklist and share it with your 
Machine Operators, Technicians and Production Engineers. 

Visual Checks 
 CHECK the wiring and connections 

 Main connection 

 Stabilizer connection  

 Wires running between machines and connectors  

 Wires inside the electrical panel  

 Positive & negative wires connected properly or not. 

 CHECK fuses on transformers and fuse junctions if: 

 The machines fail to turn on 

 If head fails to work  

 If rotating is not working 

 CHECK 230v fuse on DSCM Transformer if exhaust fan isn't working 

 CHECK Water in the Pump Storage Tank. If Water is dirty, then fill the new water (Tap water or 
DM water) up to proper level. Also, Check Water level. 

 TOP UP the oil level in water pump 

 REMOVE rust and clean the bed, apply oil on bed 

Maintenance Checks 
 LUBRICATE all axis of the machine after you turn it on  

 MOVE all axis of the machine after oiling 
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 CLEAN the leadscrew or ball screw if any axis is jammed even after oiling. Then oil the axis 
again 

 CLEAN the water filter of the pump if water flow from electrode is low 

 SET the water pressure up to 80 to 90 bar after connecting electrode 
Operational Checks 
 ENSURE that the main supply to the machine is 3 phase = 415v (wrt phase) 

 CHECK if the Exhaust fan is working ok. If not found to be working then check 230v fuse on 
DCSM Transformer. 

 RUN A TEST with a tester to identify possibilities of short circuit in wires 

 CHECK the supply on cards if Z axis is not working 

 EXAMINE the fuse of 12/15v supply on DCSM transformer; If supply isn't coming 

 CHECK repeatability of all axis on DRO because if there is an issue in scale or DRO, the job may 
be rejected 

If in doubt, call a Service Engineer at Sparkonix! 
(Please note: Some points could be specific to the Model of Machine, and you may choose to skip, as applicable) 

 

We have a dedicated team of 5 Service Engineers to 
support and ensure a smooth start-up for your Sparkonix 
machines. 

To ensure a smooth restart for your machines post the Covid-19 Lockdown, we have put 
together a dedicated team. For the next few days, this team will work to immediately 
attend to any issues that you might face while restarting the operations.  

WhatsApp your requests to Ashok Zalki +91 9881370614 or info@sparkonix.com 

 

For faster processing of your 
requests use Attendme 
Scan the unique Attendme QR Code on Sparkonix 
Machines to send your queries.* 
 

Don’t have the app? Download the Attendme App 
from Google Play Store 

 *Available for select Machines 


